Most of the applications based on the special optical properties that photonic crystals (PC) offer to control the interaction between matter and electromagnetic radiation, are based on the periodic structure response at the low energy region of the spectra, where the first order Bragg diffraction takes place. Among those reported applications of PCs some are devoted to the nonlinear (NL) optical processes such as the second harmonic generation (SHG).
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In the present paper we experimentally show that SHG is also possible in a NL artificial opal, at the high energy range, where the system displays a truly 3D behavior. We have fabricated a nonlinear opal film of monodisperse polystyrene spheres coated with a dye nonlinear molecule. We have measured the SH forward-generated transmitted light upon incidence of a frequency field, propagating close to (111) direction of the crystal. By means of vector KKR method including extinction [1, 2] , we have determined the phase delay introduced to the specularly reflected and forwardly transmitted electromagnetic fields from our finite photonic structures in that spectral region. We have then calculated the group velocity of the electromagnetic waves from the linear response of the finite crystal which is shown as a function of frequency in Fig.1 .a. As seen in Fig.1 .b, the observed enhancement of the SHG of light occurs where these phase delays lead to a significant reduction of the group velocity with respect to the average value. In summary, we show that the group velocity slowing-down at the high energy range of 3D photonic nanostructures provides an enhancement mechanism for the nonlinear process.
